TIME TO
CREATE
STUNNING
SPACES

Wherever your
imagination is taking
you, Timeless Timber
will help you to realise
your vision.
Life is for living, and the space in which we realise our dreams, raise our
children and spend time with those we love deserves to be treated with
deference. The Timeless Timber range can help you develop your own
narrative for life, creating spaces for living that will bear witness to your
cherished moments.
The spaces we create inside and outside of our homes should be flexible,
inviting, useable and secure. Timeless Timber brings you a range of
products to help you achieve just that; from decking, sleepers, beams
and cladding.
And what better material to use to achieve all of this than stunning
natural wood? All of the beautiful wood we use is sustainably sourced,
and we can track all of our timber back to the forest where it grew.
So, whether you want to rediscover your outside space as an extension
of the home you’re proud of, or are looking to change the look and feel of
your home; wherever your imagination is taking you, Timeless Timber will
help you to realise your vision.
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SPECIAL
SPACES
You might not realise it, but your home
is bigger than you think. With space you
seldom use, your garden and outdoor areas
give you a new opportunity to live bigger by
taking life outside, creating one of a kind
spaces that are as unique as you are.
Timeless Timber brings you a range of beautiful products that allow you to
discover this untapped potential, making limitless living a real possibility. As we
only use the finest sustainably sourced timber, quality is assured, meaning that
you’ll be enjoying your Timeless Timber today, tomorrow and for years to come.
Whether you want to define your external environment using our quality fencing
range, create an outdoor living space from our stunning decking range, or a
landscaped oasis using our classic sleeper products, Timeless Timber has a
solution that complements and enhances the art of living.
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DECKING PRODUCT KEY
Product number: 1
Product name: Timeless Original Wax Treated Decking

DECKING

Size: 38 x 125 Lengths 2400, 3000, 3600, 4200,
4800
Full details turn to page 21
Product number: 2
Product name: Enhanced Grip
Size: 38 x 125 Lengths 3600, 4800
Full details turn to page 21
FSC® Certified

The Timeless Timber Decking range gives you the
opportunity to rediscover your outdoor living space and
create wonderful experiences as a result. The feeling of
warm wood underfoot after a long, hot afternoon is an
invitation not to be missed, and taking the party outside
under the stars is sure to make it a night to remember...

PRODUCT 2

The feeling of warm
wood underfoot after
a long, hot afternoon
is an invitation not to
be missed.

Your home has a room many of us hardly ever use; a room in which you can
entertain friends, spend time with family or take five minutes at the end of the day
to relax and unwind. That room is your garden. It is a place that can say just as
much about you as your home does – as long as you use the right decking.
BSW Timber offers a range of decking products that give you more scope to
create the kind of surroundings you really want, while letting you explore your
individuality - building the kind of garden you feel more relaxed in.
The right deck will transform how you think about your outdoor space and how
much you and others enjoy it.
A deck built from Timeless Timber products will do this and more.
For added peace of mind, Timeless Timber Decking is DECKMARK™ approved.
Timeless Enhanced Grip Decking is DECKMARK™ PLUS approved and offers
increased slip resistance for both domestic and commercial projects.

PRODUCT 1
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SLEEPERS
PRODUCT 3

Sleepers from Timeless Timber lend instant charm to any
garden, giving you the opportunity to create height, depth
and undulating areas outside. The beautiful textures and
hues of natural wood add character, whilst the striking
profile defines and gives structure to your space.

PRODUCT 2

Timeless Timber Sleepers are incredibly versatile, giving you the opportunity to
get creative. Bringing order to errant beds and borders, giving climbing plants a
new summit to reach, replacing cold stone steps with something infinitely more
characterful... the possibilities are limitless.

SLEEPERS PRODUCT KEY
Product number: 1
Product name: Brushwood
Size: 100 x 200 x 2400, 125 x 250 x 2400

As with all Timeless Timber products, our sleepers are produced to exacting standards.
Pressure treated with quality preservatives to ensure longevity, and available in a wide
range of finishes, let our sleepers be part of your outdoor living story.

Full details turn to page 21
Product number: 2
Product name: Rustic
Size: 100 x 150 x 1800
Full details turn to page 21
Product number: 3
Product name: Smooth
Size: 100 x 200 x 1200, 2400
Full details turn to page 21
FSC® Certified

PRODUCT 1
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TONGUE
AND
GROOVE

Allow your creative
juices to flow, and
consider the opportunity
this product brings.

Inside or out, our Tongue and Groove boards can add heritage character or a more
contemporary look and feel. Allow your creativity to flourish, and consider the
opportunity this product brings. From distinguished retaining walls, the creation of
your own unique garden planters, or more ambitious designs; there really are any
number of options.

With numerous applications, Timeless Timber
Tongue and Groove boards are one of our
most versatile and flexible products. Wherever
you need a flat, flush fitting surface, Tongue
and Groove boards by Timeless Timber are the
obvious choice for the creative customer.
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TONGUE AND GROOVE
PRODUCT KEY
Product name: Brushwood
Size: 47 x 200 x 3600
Full details turn to page 21

Timeless Timber Tongue and Groove is available in original finish or our
exclusive Brushwood profile. Perfect for that special project that demands a
particularly beautiful finish, Brushwood is simply gorgeous. Both are available
in green and brown finishes and are treated with wood preservative for a
longer life. Should further protection be required protective and decorative
coatings can be applied.
Our heavy duty interlocking boards make for strong walls, solid floors and are
resilient enough to edge off walk ways and planting areas. Easy to use because
of our precision machining techniques, there’s never been a better time to start
that project you’ve been looking forward to working on.
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Products available in Original and
Brushwood Finish (not shown)
FSC® Certified

PRODUCT KEY
Product number: 1
Product name: Timeless Vertical Panel

FENCE
PANELS

Size: 1825 x 900, 1200, 1500, 1650, 1800
Full details turn to page 22
Product number: 2
Product name: Timeless Cross Panel
Size: 1825 x 900, 1200, 1500, 1650, 1800
Full details turn to page 22

PRODUCT 2

What is Soundshield’?
Timeless Timber domestic acoustic
panels are manufactured from carefully
selected high density softwoods which
are engineered to create an integral,
interlocking, solid noise reflective wall
combined with anti-vibration gaskets to
reduce the reverberation around post
and gravel board connection points.
Our panels are manufactured
to stringent Highways Agency
specifications and BSEN1793
sound performance requirements.

With population levels significantly growing, our personal
living spaces are getting smaller and unwanted noise
pollution is on the increase. We have developed a range
of Timeless Timber Fence Panels available with optional
Soundshield technology to offer a simple, highly attractive,
cost effective, yet heavily engineered and versatile
solution for your unwanted garden noise.
Whether this noise is caused by adjoining roads,
pathways, sports pitches or even excessively loud garden
neighbours we have carried through our expertise in
acoustic design solutions for UK Highways to help deliver
you a tranquil, secure and highly private retreat at the end
of a busy and noisy day!

Our fence panels are simple to install and offer an attractive
aspect on both sides, meaning your neighbours will benefit
from the same beautiful finish as you do. Furthermore, they
can be retro fitted with either concrete slotted or timber
posts. This enables you to either ‘slot in’ or fit inside post
base and replace any existing non-acoustic fence panels
should you wish.
All of our fence panels feature superior timber construction
and a smooth finish. All acoustic components are carefully
hand selected to meet stringent quality and density
requirements for optimal performance. Our quality timber

is of primarily heartwood selection which is kiln dried
for added stability and longevity. Timeless Timber Fence
Panels are supplied coated as standard to both protect and
accentuate the beautiful and natural feature of the timbers
used. Pressure treated panels are available on request as an
optional extra.
Timeless Timber Fence Panels are extremely versatile. An
uneven landscape isn’t an issue, and even sloping ground
can easily be accommodated. We also offer a wide range
of colours, perfect from making a stylish statement or for
harmonising with your existing garden finishes.

PRODUCT 1
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CUSTOM
CONSTRUCTION
In building or remodelling our homes we are
creating a personal legacy that reflects the
very essence of our being. Creating a home
that reflects and supports your way of living
whist capturing your style and aesthetic
preferences need not be difficult. Indeed,
Timeless Timber can help you to make your
vision a reality, putting no limits on what
you can achieve. From stylish and practical
cladding, to beams that take us back to
the characterful construction techniques of
times gone by, let beautiful Timeless Timber
welcome you home.
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BEAMS
The effortless combination of warmth,
strength and beauty evident in Timeless
Timber Beams will make an outstanding
impact when used in your home. Available in
two elegant finishes and more than a mere
talking point, Timeless Timber Beams will
help you to construct spaces shaped
around the way you want to live your life.

Timeless Timber
Beams will help you to
construct spaces shaped
around the way you want
to live your life and use
your space.

Manufactured from Douglas Fir, which is renowned for its structural integrity, our
beams are an attractive alternative to European oak and incorporate natural style
into any room. Used down the centuries to support roofs, ceilings and walls by
choosing to use and feature exposed beams in your design will mark your creation
out as something special. Timeless Timber Beams as equally suitable for timber
framed building construction, barn conversions and restoration projects. Their
application is as wide as their appeal.
Available in original sawn and supplied in ungraded and visually graded sections,
Timeless Timber Beams make incorporating their beauty in your designs easy.
Our beautiful range of beams bring instant warmth, style and character to any
interior, enabling you to construct stunning, flexible lifestyle spaces. Outside, they
lend striking architectural appeal in any environment.
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BEAMS PRODUCT KEY
Section: 47 - 300 x 100 - 300
Lengths: 2400 - 8000
Full details turn to page 23
FSC® Certified

CLADDING PRODUCT KEY
Product number: 1
Product name: Original
Size: 25 x 150, (L) 3300, 3600
Full details turn to page 23

CLADDING

Timeless Timber
Cladding can modernise
or traditionalise new or
existing buildings in
equal measure.

Available in machined and sawn profiles, Timeless Timber Cladding makes it easy
to achieve the look and feel you imagined.

TONGUE & GROOVE

SHIPLAP

Cladding boards come from heartwood based selections and are kiln dried
before being appearance graded.

BLANK

Our range of cladding can blend
harmoniously with the natural environment
or create a striking contrast to the
environment in which they sit. With a range
of finishes and profiles, the opportunities
to create an enduring design are virtually
endless. Whether you choose to provoke
a sense of balance with the environment
by fully cladding your building, or choose
to create a striking partially clad effect,
Timeless Timber Cladding can modernise
or traditionalise new or existing buildings
in equal measure.

FSC® Certified

Timeless Timber Cladding boards are manufactured under the TDCA
CladMark, a quality assurance scheme that verifies our factory production
control procedures to ensure quality consistency.

PRODUCT 1
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS / GET INSPIRED

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION / DECKING / SLEEPERS / TONGUE & GROOVE

DECKING

Timeless Timber advances creativity. But creativity needs context. The following
technical specification pages will enable you to bring your imaginings to life.
Use the space below to build on the inspiration we’ve given you,
and construct your own Timeless creation.

BRUSHWOOD

RUSTIC

Type

Section (mm)

Lengths (m)

Treatment

Pack Size

Original Pro Wax

38 x 125

2.4, 3.0, 3.6,
4.2, 4.8

Pro-wax

180

Enhanced Grip

38 x 125

3.6, 4.8

45

SLEEPERS
Type

Section (mm)

Lengths (m)

Treatment

Pack Size

Brushwood

125 x 250

2.4

Brown

24

Brushwood

100 x 200

1.2, 2.4

Brown

42

Rustic

100 x 150

1.8

Brown

42

Smooth

100 x 200

1.2, 2.4

Brown

42

SMOOTH

TONGUE & GROOVE
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Type

Section (mm)

Lengths (m)

Treatment

Pack Size

Original

47 x 200

3.6

Green or Brown

96
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION / FENCE PANELS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION / BEAMS & CLADDING

BEAMS

FENCE
PANELS
1800MM X 1800MM
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
•	Tested in accordance with
BS EN 17793-2:1998

Type

Section (mm)

Lengths (m)

Treatment

Pack Size

Original

47-300 x
100-300

2.4-8.0

Clear

On application

Original

47-300 x
100-300

2.4-8.0

Original

47-300 x
100-300

2.4-8.0

Green & Brown On application
Untreated

On application

Timeless Beams are available in both ungraded and visually graded sections. Visually graded
sections are available in GS & SS grades which dependent on species and section are equivalent
to grades C14, C16, C18, C22 and C24 therefore giving maximum design flexibility.

• All timber Kiln Dried for stability
• Reflective Noise Barrier System
• 	Symmetrical finish on both sides of the fence

CLADDING

VERTICAL

• 	Uniquely designed and manufactured
interlocking components creating sound
blocking and shrinkage alleviation
around jointing
• 	Integral neoprene anti vibration
components to reduce connection
reverberation

• 	Can easily slot into existing bays to replace
existing non acoustic panels

TONGUE & GROOVE

BLANK

• 	All acoustic components are carefully hand
selected and meet stringent quality and
density requirements for optimal performance

SHIPLAP

• 	Retro fit panels to slot into either concrete
posts or timber H section posts

Type

Section (mm)

Lengths (m)

Treatment

Pack Size

Profile

Blanks

25 x150

3.3, 3.6

-

288

-

Machined

25 x150

3.3, 3.6

Clear

288

Shiplap

Timeless Timber Cladding is available in
three finishes:

ORIGINAL SAWN
Homegrown Larch supplied as kiln dried,
visually graded, square sawn boards.

ORIGINAL MACHINED
Homegrown Larch supplied as kiln dried,
visually graded, and machined to either square
or shiplap profile with smooth finish.

CROSSED

APPEARANCE GRADING
BSW1186 Production and Appearance
Grading Rules:
• FSC® certified
• Heartwood, centre core cutting patterns
Type

Size (mm)
T

Species

Kiln Dried

Available with
Soundshield

W

H
Larch

Y

Y (1500, 1800 only)

Larch

Y

Y (1500, 1800 only)

Vertical

47

1825

900, 1200, 1500,
1650, 1800

Crossed

47

1825

900, 1200, 1500,
1650, 1800
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• KD 20% target
• At least 1 clean sawn face
• Ring barked knots with >15mm radius to
have a live side or not be visible on reverse
• No ring barked knots on edge
• All live knots accepted within grade
• No selection for rate of growth or slope
of grain
• Max 5% of boards allowed off grade
• Final grading should take place before
installation

FIXING
A2 stainless fixings are strongly
recommended for longevity and appearance.
TRADA recommend nail length is 2.5 times
board thickness for standard nails or 2 times
board thickness for annular ring shank type.
TRADA also recommend any type of larch
cladding is face fixed and not secret nailed.

WANT TO KNOW MORE?
Go to timeless-timber.com and find inspiring case studies
and project pictures and How To Guides.
t: 0800 587 8887
f: 0800 587 8897
e: timeless-timber@bsw.co.uk
www.timeless-timber.com

Look for FSC®
Certified products

Timeless Timber is a brand of BSW Timber Group, the most technically advanced and progressive sawmilling
company in the UK. We have the latest techniques to enhance the durability and lifespan of your timber with faster,
nationwide delivery from sites in the UK and Europe. www.bsw.co.uk

